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• SLSP launches December 2020
  – Offers service to users of more 30 research library networks
  – ExLibris-hosted Alma/Primo system

• End-users register and authenticate with edu-ID
  – Pre-registration starts in summer
  – Data (attributes) flow only in one direction from edu-ID to SLSP
  – If edu-ID data changes, SLSP data is updated automatically (within seconds if the user applied change)
Overview

Test/Preview (only temporarily available): https://registration-test.slsp.ch/
Involvement of SWITCH

• SWITCH has actively helped integrate edu-ID since September 2019
  – Many of the features added for SLSP also benefit other services/organisations (e.g. more options for custom views, better service notification in case of data changes, )

• edu-ID also benefits from SLSP
  – Several hundred thousand new edu-ID user accounts will be created
  – SLSP n ca(in the future) report back to edu-ID if postal or e-mail addresses or phone numbers are no longer correct

Do universities need to prepare for SLSP launch?

• Short answer: No

• Longer answer: To facilitate registration for your users ensure your IdP releases to SLPS Registration service these attributes:
  – Date of birth
  – Home/Business postal address (at least one)
  – Home/Business/Mobile phone number (at least one)
  – Library card number (new CardUID value)

• More information on https://switch.ch/edu-id/organisations/idm/slsp-integration/